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n the past few years, there has been a noticeable surge in
semiotic engagement with politics. one is tempted to associate it with laurent binet’s international best-seller The seventh
function of language (2017) that offers a satirical yet critically reflexive view of the 1970s linguistic turn and its luminaries. the
novel’s detective-cum-conspiracy story revolves around the
different political sides’ bloody scramble to procure a presumably secret semiotic formula for making political language irresistibly persuasive. It would be more accurate, though, to
suggest that, just as umberto eco’s Name of the Rose (1980) – the
most successful hitherto merging of semiotic theory and fiction – was an oblique contribution to the linguistic turn’s emphasis on the power of language, binet’s novel offers an
equally poignant commentary on the ‘magic words’ of modern-day populism.
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currently, populism’s language and ideology are at the
epicenter of political theory and political semiotics, including
many of this special issue’s contributions. regarding semiotics,
this signals a return to its roots since the concern with populism
marks postwar semiotics’ very beginning. Populist politician
Pierre Poujade’s discourse is the most recurrent and extensively analyzed topic in barthes’ Mythologies.1 In the same collection, moreover, barthes’ essay on the candidates’
photo-portraits for the french legislative elections of January
1956 makes the latter the first electoral campaign to have attracted semiotic commentary.
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unfortunately, Hanna arendt’s selection of barthes’ essays comprising the english
translation of Mythologies excludes those dealing specifically with Poujade’s language.
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barthes’ early forays into political discourse and communication had no noticeable
impact. mythologies’ critical project mainly inspired an endless series of ‘demystificatory’ takes at popular culture artifacts – duly denounced by barthes as a stereotypical
“mythological doxa” (barthes 1977: 166) – instead of the elaboration of fully-fledged
political semiotics. unsurprisingly, in the late 1980s, Pertti ahonen asserted that “practically no body of literature on the semiotics of politics exists” (ahonen 1990: 399).
Political semiotics came to age in the 1990s, this time due to its engagement with
nationalism. the crucial turning point was the paradigm change in nationalism studies
initiated by the work of benedict anderson (1983), eric Hobsbawm and terence ranger
(1983), ernst Gellner (1983), and Pierre nora (1984-92). following a rigorously constructivist perspective, the new paradigm entailed reconceptualizing nationhood and national identity as products of symbolic processes and artifacts, communication media,
and commemoration rituals. this expansive new research horizon took on a new urgency in the post-cold war and post-maastricht treaty renaissance of european nationalism. responding to this challenge, semiotic research focused, among others, on
national identities (Hedetoft 1995), stamps (Scott 1995), national hero biographies (makolkin 1992), and national flags and hymns (cerulo 1995).
Since the beginning of the 21st century, the political communication field is a state
of comprehensive reconstruction. on the one hand, the political landscape is in flux as
long-established political agents (e.g., traditional political parties, the european union)
face a legitimation crisis and are challenged by the rise of new political parties and ideologies, nGos, and social movements. on the other hand, the dramatic decline of heritage media and the rise of the distinctly multi-voiced, interactive, and participative
social media has given a new semiotic dynamic to the communication flows between
the government, the political agents, and the citizenry. In the new media ecosystem,
traditional gatekeeping is mostly irrelevant, polarization and ‘echo chambers’ endemic,
and twits and internet memes have a far greater impact than front-page titles, television
interviews, or press conferences. Professional spin doctors and communication consultants operate on a par – and quite often as a pair – with massive troops of mediasavvy activists and volunteers. more often than not, moreover, semiotics is politically
weaponized by marketing and branding experts.
the basic premise of our invitation to investigate the changing semiotic nature of
contemporary politics is Pertti ahonen’s assertion that politics is always “a communicative enterprise” and “a result of communicative actions.” (ahonen 2003: 2924, 2922).
and this is true not only in modern mass societies, but also “in societies where mass
communication is not so important because the media are not well developed, or the
majority of the people are not involved in political action” (ibid: 2924). based on
ahonen’s comprehensive semiotization of politics, political communication can be seen
to comprise a highly diverse range of texts and artifacts, rituals and symbolic practices,
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communication media and modes through which power is legitimized or challenged,
political discourse is articulated, validated and disseminated, political identities and
communities are configured or transfigured, and power effects and relations are produced or resisted. this semiotizing perspective is clearly distant from the prevailing
instrumentalist view of political communication as a supportive, supplementary and
quite often ambivalent appendage to ‘real politics.’ most importantly, by being consistent with Greimas’ classical determination of semiotics as a metalanguage of social
sciences (Greimas 1990), that focuses on their discursive construction and communication, it unifies the political’s semiotic investigation by effectively bridging the semiotics
of political discourse with that of political science, i.e., the political sign system (faire
politique) with the scientific sign system (faire scientifique).
In her recent overview of the field, Giovanna consenza (2018: 8) observes that semiotics’ analytical bias, while fostering numerous individual case studies, has so far prevented the appearance of a systematic treatment of political communication semiotics.
but, perhaps there is no real need for anything like that. as she astutely adds, the basic
semiotic concepts and methodologies required to analyze any text type are already
available in many relevant publications.
the contributions making up this special issue on the Semiotics of Political communication can be grouped into four distinct subject areas. the first concerns political
identity building. Specifically, Sebastian Moreno Barreneche explores the semiotic
logic governing the collective identities’ construction in the political domain. the author
highlights the importance of the space of indetermination existing between antagonistic
political identities in sustaining the communicative rationality of the democratic public
sphere. Johan Fornas, on the other hand, investigates how european identity is configured through political symbols and narratives. Synthesizing findings from his previous research on this subject and combining semiotics with the critical hermeneutics
of culture, the author identifies the three dominant thematic tropes around which these
symbols and narratives are crystallized.
the second group of contributions addresses the question of populism. Carlo Berti
and Chiara Polli focus on right-wing populist satire, as exemplified in the work of the
popular Italian cartoonist Ghisberto. through a meticulous analysis of his 2020 Populist
Diary, the authors demonstrate how his powerfully visceral satirical cartoons transcode
populist ideology’s essential ingredients, all the while clarifying why satirical cartoons
have become the communicational form of choice for Italian populist leaders. Ulf Hedetoft explores populism as a fantasy variant of nationalism, prioritizing identity, charisma, and a moral definition of the citizenry over economic rationality, national interest,
and citizenry’s legal definition. Populism’s paradoxes and contradictions, he argues,
not least of which is the conflict between its idyllic vision and its authoritarian reality,
justify its description as a collective fantasia of despair. Eric Landowski, finally, outlines
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a typology of political regimes based on their different interactional regimes. based on
this, he explains populism’s success in terms of the uniquely intimate and sensual relationship that populist leaders establish with their followers.
the third and largest group of contributions deals with the analysis of political discourse. most of them focus on the interplay between media and political discourse and
highlight the semiotic force of political communication’s non-verbal dimension. Specifically, Mariano Fernández and Gastón Cingolani conduct a comparative analysis
of the media strategies employed by the former argentinian Presidents, cristina
fernández de Kirchner and mauricio macri. the authors demonstrate how these media
strategies configure entirely different political scenes of representation and conflicting
notions of the citizenry and political participation. Evangelos Kourdis, on the other
hand, examines how european media, siding with european authorities’ attitude, semiotically depreciated the left-wing Greek government of SyrIZa in 2015. using a corpus
of newspaper photos and cartoons, the author demonstrates the politically normative
and normalizing deployment of the codes of touch, gesture, clothing, and distance.
Iván Facundo Rubinstein and Laura Nallely Hernández Nieto examine four comics
commissioned by mexican state institutions to serve particular public interest campaigns. Deploying a specially designed analytical framework, the authors demonstrate
how the comics’ verbo-visual language functions instead as governmental propaganda.
finally, Gabrielle Rava examines the divergent identity narratives promoted by different parts of contemporary post-conflict yet still divided belfast. on the one hand, the
official narrative’s city rebranding semiotic strategies of a postmodern memoryless nonlocality; on the other, the nationalist quarter Gaeltacht’s history-infused use of murals
and the Irish language.
the fourth and final group of contributions deals with political oratory and rhetoric. Bernard Lamizet offers a systematic account of the semiotic articulation of power’s
discourse around four instances: the political enunciation, the discursive expression of
the actor’s identity, the political specificity of power’s performativity, and the discourse’s political unconscious. employing this framework to analyze french President
e. macron’s speech during the recent congress of the association of france’s mayors
(november 19, 2019), the author brings forth the unique performative force of political
discourse. the rhetoric of another european leader, Danish Prime minister mette frederiksen, is Lisa Villadsen’s object of study. employing the analytical tools of a conceptually oriented rhetorical criticism, the author examines frederiksen’s framing of
corona-safe behavior guidelines evolved to culminate in the concept of ‘civic-mindedness’: a widely resonant merging of Danish nationalism and Social Democratic ideology.
finally, Matteo Modena investigates how malthus’s overpopulation concept emigrated
from scientific demographic debate to public controversy and its diverse recent political
uses. the author pays particular attention to the concept’s political weaponization in
the context of contemporary anti-immigration and eco-fascist ideology.
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Historically, semiotics has been repeatedly accused of being apolitical, and perhaps
for a good reason. like many other recent studies, this special issue’s contributions
leave no doubt about semiotics’ strengths and relevance for contemporary political
communication research.
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